Track more with less.

Case Study | UK

London to Corby
Requirements
The Primary Purpose is the reduction of industry costs and
environmental benefits through lighter rolling stock, reduced fuel
costs and carbon emissions. The contract involves re-signalling
between Bedford and Kettering (SPC2 50m 46ch to SPC3 74m 00ch.
Approx. 24 miles) and forms part of Network Rail’s Midland Main Line
electrification programme.

The Siemens Mobility Limited scope includes



Replacing existing Westpac and route relay interlockings with the
Trackguard Westlock System



Renewing signalling equipment using the Trackguard Westrace
Trackside System and Frauscher axle counters



Transferring control of Sharnbrook interlockings from West
Hampstead power signal box to Controlguide Westcad at East
Midlands Control Centre



Trackside to control centre communications over Network Rail’s
FTNx2 fibre backbone





New 650v signalling power provision
Renewal of all signal structures within the project area
New lineside telecoms infrastructure and civils in support of
signalling, E&P and telecoms

As well as new overhead line equipment, the overall project also
includes extensive track enhancements, such as the provision of
approximately 14 miles of a new fourth track between Sharnbrook and
Kettering.

Solution
One of the key requirements in the scope was to
replace the existing route relay interlocking with the
Trackguard Westlock System. In order to achieve
this the Frauscher Advanced Counter FAdC with
RSR123 was used as the track vacancy detection
system.

Redundant network

To reduce the amount of equipment trackside,
the RSR123 tail cables were connected to the
signalling cable using Glenair plug couplers rather
than trackside connection boxes. This was possible
due to the Frauscher Advanced Counter FAdC and
RSR123 not requiring any trackside electronics.
Trackside connection boxes were installed as
installation and maintainer preference as well as
plug couplers (i.e. head to Glenair plug coupler,
coupler to dis box, dis-box to loc).
The RSR123 uses patented V.Mix Technology to
ensure that it complies with the high standards in
reliability and robustness required for all equipment
installed on Network Rail Infrastructure.
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To interface with the Trackguard Westlock System,
the track sections are output via the WNC failsafe
ethernet protocol. The London to Corby project
was set up with an A and a B Network, through this
network redundancy was able to be achieved for
increased availability.

